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Abstract

Bulk carbon nanotube (CNT) films and graphene films form on silicon carbon (SiC) using a metal-catalyst-free thermal decomposition approach. In this work, the background vacuum pressure and temperature used in the decomposition process are varied to investigate their impact on the type and quality of carbon allotrope formed on the SiC substrate. The carbon nanostructure growth is performed using two approaches, both of which involve intense heating (1400-1700°C) and moderate vacuum conditions (10^{-2} – 10^{-5} Torr) without the aid of carbon rich feed gases or metal catalyst commonly used in Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) growth approaches. The first growth method uses a conventional graphite resistance furnace capable of annealing wafer-scale samples over 1700°C under vacuum. Using this approach, post-growth characterization is performed using both scanning electron microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. The second growth approach uses a high-intensity laser to apply heat to a micro-meter scale spot size on the SiC substrate. The high-intensity laser heats the illuminated area of the SiC substrate while under vacuum conditions, resulting in a small-scale growth process similar to the conventional resistance furnace technique. Unique to this micro-scale approach is that in-situ Raman spectroscopy is performed yielding instantaneous characterization of the resultant carbon nanostructure from the thermal decomposition of the SiC substrate.

Given the arduous nature of the growth and characterization of films formed using the furnace based approach, this work focuses on using the laser-induced growth technique to refine ideal growth parameters of bulk nanostructure films. The laser-
induced growth mechanism enables the impact of varied background vacuum pressures and temperatures to be evaluated in-situ, with the possibility to evaluate hundreds of parameter sets. This work reports the results and findings for various parameter sets implemented during growth, and provides insight into the physical mechanism influencing the growth process.
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I. Introduction

1.1 Chapter Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to highlight the importance of understanding carbon nanotube (CNT) growth mechanics during thermal decomposition of silicon carbide (SiC), as well as to give an overview of the research methodology presented in this thesis. The background section briefly discusses the chemical and physical properties of graphene and CNTs. The problem statement section declares the main problem this research effort is focusing on; how temperature and pressure determine physical characteristics of carbon nanostructures (graphene and CNTs). The scope, limitations and assumptions section discusses means to simplify growth experiments, such as excluding water concentration and chamber gasses present in the chambers, and summarizes previous research efforts. The methodology section describes key processes required to produce relevant data, including assumptions used to develop the experimental processes implemented in this research effort. In the analysis and results section, key findings discovered during this research are discussed. Lastly, the thesis structure section outlines the contents of the following thesis chapters.

1.2 Background

Silicon has been the standard material from which microchips have been fabricated for over 50 years. During that time: electronic device size has decreased, power consumption has decreased, while processing speed has increased. For example,
some smart phones today are faster and more powerful than computers that were made five to ten years ago. These properties evolved as a result of improved lithographic and etching processes used in the fabrication of microchips. Microchips are comprised of tiny transistors that act like switches. These transistors regulate the flow of electrons enabling signal amplification, and the realization of silicon carbide blocks, and memory states. There are two important factors which determine the speed of a chip: feature size and material properties. The physical size of the features that the electrons need to pass through is directly proportional to the speed at which the electrons can move from one area to another. The smaller the transistors are, the faster the electrons can flow through the chip, allowing a functional block of transistors on a microchip to operate more quickly. In addition to the physical size of a device, the material from which it is made also affects its operational speed.

The electrical conductivity of a given material determines whether it is a metal, insulator or semiconductor. Electrical conductivity ($\sigma$) is defined as a material’s ability to conduct an electrical current and is measured in Siemens per meter (S/m) [1]. At room temperature, metals have high conductivities ($\text{Ag} = 6.3 \times 10^7 \text{ S/m} [1]$), insulators have low conductivities (rubber = $10^{-14} \text{ S/m} [1]$), and conductivity values for semiconductors are found between metals and insulators ($1.56 \times 10^{-3} \text{ S/m} [1]$). A key characteristic parameter of a crystal structure, electron mobility ($\mu$), is defined as how quickly an electron can move through a semiconductor when an electric field is applied, and is measured in ($\text{cm}^2 \text{ V}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$). Equation (1-1) defines mobility as drift velocity ($v_d$) divided by the applied electric field ($E$) [2].
\[
\mu = \frac{v_d}{E}
\]  

(1-1)

With a large dependence on temperature and doping characteristics, the mobility of semiconductors can vary by a factor of ten. Silicon at room temperature, for instance, has an electron mobility ranging from 1424 to 115 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹, given a phosphorus doping concentration ranging from 10¹³ to 10¹⁹ cm⁻³, respectively [2]. Equation (1-2) provides a means to relate the electron (or hole) mobility (\(\mu_e\) or \(\mu_h\)) of a given semiconductor at room temperature, to its electrical conductivity, while considering its dopant concentration (\(n\) or \(p\)) [2].

\[
\sigma = ne\mu_e \quad OR \quad \sigma = pe\mu_h
\]

(1-2)

As previously stated, temperature effects must be considered when calculating a semiconductor’s electron mobility. Numerical examples provided thus far only relates to Si at room temperature. During normal operation, though, Si tends to heat up, causing an increase in lattice vibrations, which in turn impedes the movement of free electrons [2]. Equations (1-3) and (1-4) are used to calculate electron (or hole) mobility in Si based on total dopant concentration (\(N\)) at a given temperature (\(T_n = T/300\) with \(T\) measured in Kelvin) [2].

\[
\mu_n = 88 T_n^{0.57} + \frac{1250 T_n^{-2.33}}{1 + \left[\frac{N}{1.26 \times 10^{17} T_n^{2.4}}\right] 0.88 T_n^{-0.146}}
\]

(1-3)

\[
\mu_p = 54.3 T_n^{0.57} + \frac{407 T_n^{-2.33}}{1 + \left[\frac{N}{2.35 \times 10^{17} T_n^{2.4}}\right] 0.88 T_n^{-0.146}}
\]

(1-4)

Given silicon’s mobility, combined with industries smallest features, today’s computer processing speeds have reached their maximum limit of 5 GHz [3]. While this
is sufficient for today’s applications, future commercial and military applications will undoubtedly require faster microchip speeds, operating well beyond 5 GHz. Today, microwave devices in the GHz bands are required for frequency agile radar and communication, and are commonly based on higher mobility group III-V semiconductor material [4]. That being said, even today’s “fast” III-V materials have their limitations. Two dimensional carbon nanostructures, namely CNTs and graphene, have extraordinary electrical properties [5]. In order to reach faster speeds required for future applications, graphene and CNTs are being examined as replacements for silicon. Other high mobility materials under use and continued development include GaN, GaAs, and InGaAs [2].

Of the various allotropes of carbon that exist, diamond and graphite are the most common [6]. Extensive research and experiments have been done on these allotropes for more than 200 years. In 1772, Antoine Lavoisier showed that diamonds are a form of carbon by burning samples of charcoal and diamonds, and found that both released the same amount of carbon dioxide per gram [6]. Carl Wilhelm Scheele carried out a similar experiment with graphite in 1779, disproving prior thoughts that graphite had been a form of lead [7]. Michael Faraday (1820), William and Lawrence Bragg (1913), John D Bernal (1922) and Kathleen Lonsdale (1966) also had important contributing experiments which furthered the knowledge of carbon. However, it was not until 1985 when Richard Smalley, Robert Curl and Harry Kroto discovered the first all-carbon molecule, did a new allotrope get discovered [8].

Carbon – 60 (C_{60}), as shown in Figure 1, was the first fullerene, a molecule made entirely of carbon, to be discovered since Lavoisier’s experiments in 1772. C_{60}, Buckminsterfullerene, or “bucky ball”, is a soccer ball shaped molecule with 60 carbon
atoms bonded together in pentagons and hexagons [6]. This discovery sparked interest within the science community, which led to a surge of research, experiments, conferences and workshops. In 1990, at a carbon-carbon composites workshop, Smalley proposed the existence of a tubular fullerene [8]. In August of 1991, Mildred Dresselhaus followed up in an oral presentation in Philadelphia, at a fullerene workshop, on the symmetry proposed for carbon nanotubes capped at either end by fullerene hemispheres. Experimental evidence of the existence of carbon nanotubes came in 1991 when Sumio Iijima imaged multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) using a transmission electron microscope (TEM) as shown in Figure 2 [9].

![Figure 1 – Model of the C60 fullerene. It is composed of 60 carbon atoms arranged in 20 hexagons and 12 pentagons [5].](image)
1.2.1 Graphene

As illustrated in Figure 3, graphene is a single sheet of carbon atoms. Multiple layers of graphene stacked vertically form graphite. Within a single layer of graphene, the carbon atoms form sp$^2$ hybridized bonds, wherein each atom is connected evenly to three carbons (120°) in the $xy$ plane, and a weak π bond is present in the $z$ axis [10]. The sp$^2$ set defines a hexagonal lattice typical of a sheet of graphene illustrated in Figure 3. The p$_z$ orbital is responsible for a weaker van der Waals bond. The C-C $sp^2$ bond length is 1.42 Å and the spacing between layers of graphene is 3.35 Å [10]. The free electrons in the p$_z$ orbital move within this cloud and are no longer associated to a single carbon atom. This phenomenon lies behind the reason why graphite can conduct electricity [10].

The unique sp$^2$ bonds between carbon atoms found in graphene yield excellent electronic properties, such as high electron mobility (200,000 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$) [11] and low
resistivity ($10^{-8} \, \Omega \cdot m$) [12]. Because graphene can achieve excellent electron mobility (compared to that of room temperature Si at 1400 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ [2]), it is a promising material for future electronics with operating frequencies beyond several GHz. However, such performance is obtained only over an infinitesimal portion of an epitaxial grown substrate. For commercial applications, controllable electron/hole conduction through this material is needed, along with grain sizes of several inches and defect levels less than 99.99966% [4]. If graphene can be fabricated to meet these requirements, then it can be a viable replacement for commercial silicon based devices and allow microchips to be operated at frequencies beyond several tens of GHz.

Figure 3 – The image above is an illustration of a sheet of graphene. The dots represent carbon atoms with the connecting lines representing covalent bonds [11].
1.2.2 Carbon Nanotubes

CNTs also have the same type of chemical bonds as graphene ($sp^2$) and are ideal conductors as well. CNTs can be thought of as tubes formed from rolled up sheets of graphene, with relatively small diameters (~ $1 - 10$ nm) compared to their lengths (100 nm – several microns). For this visualization, graphene is best represented as a hexagonal lattice, as shown in Figure 4. According to Figure 4, each pair of integers $(n,m)$ represents a possible tube structure. With $a_1$ and $a_2$ signified as the unit cell base vectors, the chiral vector $C$ can be expressed as $C = na_1 + ma_2$, where $n \geq m$ [7]. Based on the integers $(n,m)$, the resulting CNT can be of zigzag, armchair, or chiral configuration, and examples of these nanotubes are presented in Figure 5.

**Figure 4** – Possible vectors specified by the pairs of integers $(n,m)$ for general CNTs, including zigzag, armchair, and chiral nanotubes. The number below integer pairs represents the number of distinct cap formations that can be joined continuously to the CNT denoted by $(n,m)$. The encircled dots denote metallic nanotubes while the small dots are for semiconducting nanotubes [13].

Nanotube dimensions, such as diameter, can be derived from hexagonal coordinates $(n,m)$ [10]. The tube diameter $d$ can be calculated given $(n,m)$, which define
the chiral vector $C$; the coordinates subsequently determine the rolling direction of the graphene sheet. Thus, the diameter of a carbon tubule can be expressed as:

$$d = \frac{a \sqrt{m^2 + mn + n^2}}{\pi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1-5)

where $a = 1.42 \times \sqrt{3} \text{Å}$ corresponds to the lattice constant in the graphite sheet [7]. Note that the C–C distance is 1.42 Å for sp$^2$ hybridized carbon.

An interesting feature of CNTs is the correlation between electrical conductivity and hexagonal coordinates $(n,m)$. It can be seen from Figure 4 that $m = 0$ for all zigzag tubes, while $n = m$ for all armchair tubes, and all other tubes are chiral [10]. In order to determine the armchair and zigzag structure in terms of $(n,m)$ and the inclination angle $\theta$, it is necessary to have the following conditions:

Zigzag: $\theta = 0$; $(n,m) = (p, 0)$, where $p$ is integer

Armchair: $\theta = \pm 30^\circ$; $(n,m) = (2p, -p)$ or $(p, p)$.

The chiral angle $\theta$ (angle between $C$ and the zigzag direction) is defined as

$$\theta = \tan^{-1}\left[-\frac{\sqrt{3}m}{2m + n}\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1-6)
Figure 5 – Above are examples of different types of CNTs. The chirality, or orientation of the hexagons, determines the type of tube: armchair, zigzag or chiral [10].

Theoretical studies on the electronic properties of CNTs indicate that all armchair tubes are metallic, as well as specific zigzag tubes which conform to (1-7) [10].

\[
\frac{(2m + n)}{3} = \text{integer} \quad (1-8)
\]

Although there is no difference in the chemical bonding between the carbon atoms within the tubes and no doping or impurities are present, it is quite profound that CNTs can be either metallic or semiconducting depending on the choice of \((m, n)\).

Being able to predict the chirality of a CNT before it is synthesized is a challenge faced by research [7], [14], [15]. It has yet to be determined what controls the chirality of CNTs as they are grown, which makes it difficult to grow a particular type of CNT (semiconducting or metallic). Some applications require metallic CNTs, whereas other applications require semiconducting CNTs. Ideal CNT electrical properties are applied to those that are completely free of defects. Much like the large scale production
issues graphene faces, if CNTs can be synthesized with a particular chirality and free of defects, they too may become critical components in high-speed microchips.

1.3 Problem Statement

The research problem investigated in this work is the characterization of carbon allotropes formed during the thermal decomposition of SiC. This growth method involves the extreme heating (1200 – 1700°C) of a SiC substrate while under moderate vacuum conditions (10^{-3} – 10^{-5} Torr). The attractiveness of this growth technique is the lack of catalyst metal needed to cause carbon allotrope formation. This growth method is beneficial because the grown nanostructures are conformal to all surfaces. The down side being no in situ measurement approaches can withstand the high temperature required to sublime the silicon (1200 - 1700°C). A variation to the conventional decomposition approach is investigated in this work; whereby a laser is used simultaneously to heat a sample for thermal decomposition and as a Raman spectroscopy source for in situ material characterization.

Thermal decomposition via laser excitation provides the ability to capture nanostructure characteristics while the material is growing. The down side of this method is the growth spot is limited to the spot size of the laser, ~4 µm. This research effort attempts to compare carbon nanostructure growth in both bulk vacuum furnace and laser excitation systems, in order to understand how furnace environment conditions (pressure and temperature) determine the residual carbon allotrope produced (graphene or CNTs). While the potential parameter space of growth parameters (temperature, vacuum,
background gas control) is immense, this work aims to add to the current body of knowledge for this growth technique.

1.4 Scope, Limitations and Assumptions

This effort in understanding growth parameters of carbon nanostructures is a continuation of work completed by Mitchel[16], Pochet [17], and Campbell [18], in support of AFRL’s ongoing nanostructure device research [4].

The effect of water concentration will not be examined. It is assumed that at the temperatures investigated (1200 - 1700°C) any water molecules will have evaporated and exited the chamber through the vacuum pumps.

Chamber gas will also be excluded from this research. Gasses such as hydrogen and argon have been examined by previous work [19]–[21] as an aid to control the release and formation of SiO₂ during the CNT growth process. The vacuum chambers used in this research have the capability to flow in external gasses, but in order to simplify the growth process, water and external gasses will not be considered during experimentation.

1.5 Methodology

In order to grow 2D nanostructures, two growth methods will be used: the adaptive rapid experimentation and in-situ spectroscopy method (ARES) and the moderate vacuum graphite resistance furnace method. For the ARES method, a SiC wafer will be placed in a vacuum chamber and then targeted by a laser beam, as shown in Figure 6. The laser beam will heat the SiC wafer and thermally decompose the silicon carbide, leaving only the carbon atoms behind. The residual carbon atoms will then self-
assemble into 2D carbon nanostructures (either sheets of graphene or columns of nanotubes, depending on chamber settings). While the laser beam is exciting the SiC wafer, the reflected laser energy is sent to a detector system which converts the signal to a Raman spectrum, which assists future analysis [22].

**Figure 6** – ARES schematic, showing in situ Raman spectroscopy to study kinetics of carbon nanotube growth. Pillars of silicon carbide are heated using laser pulse to grow nanotubes. The same laser beam is also used to perform in-situ Raman spectroscopy [4].

The substrate’s surface temperature in the ARES chamber is controlled by the operating power of the 532 nm laser, which for this research effort is 2.5 W. 2.5 W is the chosen upper limit of the laser output power due to the possibility of damaging the magnification lenses in the ARES system. By controlling the laser power, pressure, and water concentration, the ARES system is expected to grow material similar to that of the bulk vacuum furnace method. In order to determine what temperature the laser chamber is operating, growth temperatures in the bulk vacuum furnace will be swept from 1400-
1700°C in 50°C increments. Then, post growth Raman spectroscopy will be used to characterize the resultant material. For cases of the same growth characteristics, the Raman spectra from both methods are expected to produce identical peaks; the Raman spectra of each laser power within the ARES system will be used to aid in determining the substrate temperatures for a given laser power. While this method is less than ideal for determining substrate temperatures for a given laser power, subsequent hurdles prevented the estimation of substrate temperature based on shifts of the anti-stokes peaks in the laser spectrum.

For the Oxy-Gon graphite resistance furnace method, one or more SiC samples will be placed in the heat zone. A high a/c current will pass through the graphite resistor which will generate temperatures > 1400°C, resulting in the decomposition of SiC. The samples were exposed to a given temperature for a predetermined amount of time between 1 and 3 hours. Carbon nanostructures will grow on these samples in the same way as in the ARES system. The validity of this assumption comprises a portion of the desired thesis results.

The fabricated nanostructures from the furnace (graphene and CNTs) will undergo detailed characterization, including scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to verify physical features, and Raman spectroscopy to determine chemical composition and structural properties. Finally, the Raman spectra from both methods will be compared to determine the ARES system operating temperature.

Until this time, the ARES system was used strictly for CNT growth on Si pillars. During these investigations, temperatures ranging from 500°C to 1400°C were achieved by focusing the laser on a Si pillar which was coated with 2 – 3 nm of either Fe or Ni.
[23]. An ethylene feed gas (5 sccm) was employed as a catalyst to initiate CNT growth. Chamber pressure and catalytic feed gas were then varied to investigate resultant tube chirality and growth rate. This thesis is the first to look at in-situ carbon nanostructure growth on SiC using Raman spectroscopy. Additionally, this work is the first to perform Raman spectroscopy on multiple wafer locations containing carbon nanostructures formed using the AFRL/RXA vacuum furnace.

1.6 Thesis Structure

The remaining chapters of this thesis provide more information on carbon nanostructure growth mechanics and methods used to study them. Chapter 2 discusses previous research on plasma etching, silicon carbide crystalline structure and Raman spectroscopy, which are topics beneficial in understanding applied methodology discussed in Chapter 3. The methodology chapter explains the two growth processes employed to grow the nanostructures, and details explaining how data was collected using Raman spectroscopy. Data collected from the Raman spectra are analyzed and discussed in Chapter 4. The conclusion chapter contains a summary of the conducted research and suggestions for future work.
II. Literature Review

2.1 Chapter Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize literature reviewed in this research effort. The first section discusses the mechanics of thermally decomposing silicon carbide to yield carbon nanostructures. Specific growth characteristics for graphene and CNTs are also explored within this section. The last section covers the principles behind Raman spectroscopy and prior work characterizing various carbon allotropes using Raman spectroscopy.

2.2 Thermal Decomposition of Silicon Carbide

The basic unit of the silicon carbide crystal consists of tetrahedrons with a C (or Si) atom at the center, surrounded by four Si (C) atoms covalently bonded. These basic units are periodically repeated in closed-packed hexagonal layers, whose stacking sequence gives rise to the different polytypes [24]. Although they have different stacking sequences, the various polytypes have few similarities between them. For instance, each C (Si) atom is situated above the center of a triangle of Si (C) atoms and underneath a Si (C) atom belonging to the next layer in a tetrahedral formation. With reference to Figure 7, if the first Si-C layer is labelled A, the next layer that can be placed according to a closed packed structure will be placed either on B or C. The different polytypes are constructed by permutations of these three positions. The nomenclature for the various polytypes utilizes the number of layers in the stacking direction, before the sequence is repeated, combined with the letter representing the Bravais lattice type: cubic (C), hexagonal (H) or rhombohedral (R) [24]. The distance between neighboring silicon or
carbon atoms is \(\sim 3.08\ \text{Å}\), while the distance between the C atom to each of the Si atoms (Si-C bond length) is \(\sim 1.89\ \text{Å}\) for all polytypes [24].

![Diagram of polytypes of SiC](image)

**Figure 7** – The four most common polytypes of SiC – 2H, 3C, 4H and 6H [24]. In this illustration, the red spheres represent Si atoms and the blue spheres represent C atoms.

Thermal decomposition of SiC is a fairly new method of growing CNTs. M. Kusunoki first discovered that aligned CNTs were formed on the surface of SiC particle heated at 1700 using a laser system attached to a transmission electron microscope in 1997 [25]. A year later, Kusunoki then realized CNT films were produced by heating SiC in a vacuum electric furnace. In this process, a silicon carbide wafer is heated beyond the melting point of silicon (\(> 1414^\circ\text{C}\)) in a vacuum chamber (\(< 10^{-3}\ \text{Torr}\)). As the wafer maintains a temperature of 1700\(^\circ\text{C}\), the silicon sublimes and exits the bulk material as a gas. The carbon atoms left behind self-assemble to form carbon nanostructures. This technique is capable of producing graphene and CNTs, with
chamber temperature and pressure being the determining factors of which material is produce.

Historically, the most common methods of producing CNTs are: arc-discharge, laser ablation, and chemical vapor deposition (CVD); a detailed description of these methods is found in appendix A. Common to these three methods is the requirement of a metal catalyst to interact with a carbon stock in order to initiate CNT growth. In each method, the metal catalyst remains in the fabricated CNTs as an impurity, and therefore diminishes electrical performance [13]. In contrast, the thermal decomposition method does not require a metal catalyst. As such, CNTs free of metal impurities are formed, which should theoretically exhibit more ideal CNT properties inherently needed for high speed devices [4].

In 1997 Kusunoki and others first reported growing CNTs via thermal decomposition of SiC wafers [25]. Since this discovery, much insight has been documented on this process regarding the chemical growth mechanics of carbon nanostructures [25]–[27]. Research has shown that regardless of the nanostructure type grown (CNTs or graphene), the governing chemical equations remains the same; it is only the environmental conditions (temperature and pressure) that determine which carbon allotrope will be produced.

In 1999, Kusunoki [25] described a theory of the formation mechanism of CNT film on a SiC crystal by the surface decomposition method. Figure 8 provides a schematic diagram of the physical process. The chemical equations in (2-1) to (2-3) provide insight toward the details of the decomposition process.
\[
SiC_{(s)} + \frac{1}{2}O_{2(g)} \rightarrow SiO_{(g)} + C_{(s)}
\]  

(2-1)

In (2-1), solid SiC is continuously oxidized to form SiO gas, without forming a passive SiO$_2$ film. The solid carbon formed in this equation is in the form of graphitic layers as illustrated in Figure 8(a). At over 1000°C, several graphite sheets are formed parallel to the (0001) SiC plane by the oxidation of Si [25]. Because of low chamber pressure (10$^{-4}$ Torr), SiO molecules modify to form solid SiO$_2$ clusters, which disperse in all directions, after passing through broken thin graphite sheets, as presented in equation (2-2). Equation (2-2) describes the modification of the SiO molecule and is illustrated in Figure 8(b). This reaction takes place within the gas bubbles that lie on the SiC surface, and below the layers of graphite. At around 1300°C, carbon nanocaps are formed by generation of bubbles of a SiO gas on the SiC crystal [25]. The graphite sheets start to stand up on the (0001) SiC plane and begin to form CNTs.

\[
SiO_{(g)} + \frac{1}{2}O_{2(g)} \rightarrow SiO_{2(s)}
\]  

(2-2)

Combining equations (2-1) and (2-2) yields the over-arching equation describing the CNT formation process, equation (2-3). Ultimately, when the temperature reaches 1500°C, CNTs grow towards the interior of the SiC crystal, decomposing the SiC single crystal.

\[
SiC_{(s)} + O_{2(g)} \rightarrow SiO_{2(s)} + C_{(s)}
\]  

(2-3)
Figure 8 – Schematic diagram for the formation mechanism of the CNT film on a SiC crystal by the surface decomposition method by Kusunoki [25].

The equations suggested by Kusunoki coincide with research by Song and Smith [28]. Song and Smith reported on the interactions of oxygen with the 4H– and 6H–SiC surfaces at high temperatures. They propose the oxidation of SiC can be broken down into three distinct regions as shown in Figure 9. The three regions depend on O₂ pressure and SiC temperature.
Figure 9 – Phase diagram relating oxygen pressure to SiC temperature. According to the authors, carbon nanostructures are found to grow in region 1. From the information found in this plot, a temperature range can be found for solid carbon growth [28].

As shown in Figure 9, regions 1 and 2 represent active oxidation zones, where SiC vaporizes as SiO or CO, which then yields graphitic carbon. Region 3 is the passive oxidation zone, where a SiO₂ layer is formed, preventing SiC to further oxidize [28]. In the CNT and graphene growth processes, Song and Smith suggest the SiC oxidation reaction must be controlled within the active oxidation zone [28].

2.2.1 Graphene Formation

This section focuses on the growth of graphene on SiC in a high vacuum (HV) chamber environment. The previous section provided information on general oxidation of SiC, and its effect on thermal decomposition. Of the various parameters involved with growing graphene in a vacuum chamber, this section focuses on controlling the sublimation rate of SiC.
De Heer et al. [29] discussed their approach of confinement controlled sublimation (CCS) of SiC to grow graphene. In this article, they propose the high temperature anneals remove impurities and produce graphene with few defects. However, they report that increasing the temperature also increases the Si sublimation rate, which also causes defects [29]. To correct this issue, De Heer et al. report that either an inert gas backpressure resides above the SiC surface, or residual Si gas confined to a small volume may control the rate of solid Si sublimation as shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 10](image)

*Figure 10 – The images above illustrates de Heer's attempt of controlling the sublimation of SiC by means of confined Si gas [29].*

De Heer et al. suggest the popular method of decomposing SiC in UHV produces inferior graphene material. Figure 10(A) illustrates thermal decomposition of a SiC wafer in UHV. The sublimed Si is not confined to an enclosed volume, rather is removed from the SiC surface via vacuum pumps, which causes rapid, unstable graphene growth. Figure 10(B) shows the proposed CCS method. Sublimed Si gas is confined in a graphite
enclosure such that growth occurs in near thermodynamic equilibrium, dissimilar to common thermal decomposition techniques. Nanostructure growth rate is controlled by both the enclosure aperture (leak), and the background gas pressure. A photograph of the induction furnace is shown in Figure 10(C). Under CCS conditions, shown in Figure 10(D), few graphite layers (from 1 to 10 layers) grows on the Si terminated face, and multilayer epitaxial graphene (from 1 to 100 layers) grows on the C terminated face.

2.2.2 CNT Formation

Maruyama states zigzag CNTs are typically produced from thermally decomposing SiC [27]. Figure 11 illustrates the erosion of SiC as CNTs grow into the substrate. Boeckl [30] states CNTs grow 3 times faster on the C side vs the Si surface. However, the polished side of the wafer is the Si-face and can be patterned by photolithographic methods; whereas the C-face tends to have a rougher surface making it more difficult to sputter on metal in order to make a mask for patterning.

![Figure 11 – Process diagram of CNT growth via decomposition of SiC [27].](image)

Rummeli investigated CNT growth without a catalyst [31]. One of the methods mentioned is thermal decomposition of SiC. Rummeli states decomposition is achieved by annealing SiC in HV at temperatures between 1400 and 1700°C. He then goes on to say this process only works with trace amounts of oxygen at the decomposition site with local electron energy loss spectroscopy studies showing oxygen species near and at the
surface of the SiC [31]. This finding supports the notion of oxygen controlling the sublimation rate of Si [32].

2.3 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a material characterization technique based on the Raman scattering phenomenon of electromagnetic radiation by molecules. Raman spectroscopy is used to observe vibrational, rotational and other low-frequency modes in a system. When materials are irradiated with electromagnetic energy of a single frequency, i.e. laser source, the light is scattered by molecules by elastic and inelastic collisions. These collisions result in the energy of the laser photons being shifted up or down the energy spectrum. The shift in energy reveals information about the atomic vibrational modes in the system [33]. Elastic scattering (Rayleigh scattering) is generated by scattered light which has the same frequency as that of the radiation. Inelastic scattering (Raman scattering) is produced by scattered light which has a different frequency from that of the radiation.

Generally, a laser beam illuminates a sample then the scattered beam gets reflected into a lens which focuses the beam through a monochromator [34]. Wavelengths close to the laser line due to elastic Rayleigh scattering are filtered out while the rest of the collected energy is sent into a detector. This characterization technique is beneficial in this portion of the laboratory work because physical contact with the material is not required in order to collect data. As the sample is energized by the laser, Raman data is collected in situ.
2.3.1 Principles of Raman Spectroscopy

Vibrational spectroscopy is a technique applied to analyze the structure of molecules by examining the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and nuclear vibrations in molecules. Vibrational spectroscopy uses electromagnetic waves with wavelengths in the order of $10^{-7}$ m, than the X-rays with wavelengths in the order of $10^{-10}$ m. Typical electromagnetic waves in vibrational spectroscopy are infrared light [35]. Energies of infrared light match with vibrational energies of molecules [35]. Vibrational spectroscopy detects the molecular vibrations by the absorption of infrared light or by the inelastic scattering of light by a molecule. Vibrational spectroscopy can be used to examine gases, liquids and solids. It is widely used to examine both inorganic and organic materials. However, it cannot be used to examine metallic materials because they strongly reflect electromagnetic waves [35].

Commonly, the vibrational spectroscopy covers a wavenumber range from 200 to 4000 cm$^{-1}$ [35]. In addition to molecular vibrations, crystalline solids also generate lattice vibrations. The lattice vibrations refer to the synchronous vibrations of all the atoms in crystal lattice. These vibrations exhibit lower frequencies, compared with those of common molecular vibrations, and have a wavenumber range of about 20 – 300 cm$^{-1}$ [35]. Coupling between lattice and molecular vibrations can occur if the molecular vibrations lie in such a low wavenumber range. Molecular vibrations can be distinguished from the lattice vibrations because they are not as sensitive to temperature change as lattice vibrations.

The energies of molecular vibrations match with those of electromagnetic radiation in a wavelength range near visible light ($10^{-4}$ – $10^{-6}$ m) [35]. The
electromagnetic radiation in near visible light is able to change the status of molecular vibrations and produce vibrational spectra of molecules. Vibrational spectroscopy characterizes the electromagnetic waves in terms of wavenumber (cm⁻¹), which is defined as the reciprocal of wavelength in the unit of cm⁻¹:

$$\bar{\nu} = \frac{1}{\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-4)

In other words, the wavenumber (\(\bar{\nu}\)) is number of waves in a 1 cm-long wave segment. It is useful to remember that the wavenumber is proportional to the frequency of the electromagnetic wave (\(\nu\)) with a constant factor that is the reciprocal of the speed of light (c):

$$\bar{\nu} = \frac{1}{c} \nu$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-5)

The wavenumber represents radiation energy, as does wavelength [35]. Electromagnetic waves can be considered as photons. The photon energy is related to the photon frequency (\(\nu_{ph}\)).

$$E = h\nu_{ph}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-6)

\(h\) is Planck’s constant (6.626 x 10⁻³⁴ J·s). Thus, the photon energy can be represented as its wavenumber:

$$E = hc\bar{\nu}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-7)

The conversion constant (hc) is about 2.0 x 10⁻²³ J cm s. For a wavenumber of 1000 cm⁻¹, the corresponding energy is about 2.0 x 10⁻²⁰ J or 0.12 eV. Note that this is much smaller than the photon energy of X-rays, which is in the order of 10000 eV. The vibrational spectra for Raman data are in the wavenumber range from several hundreds to
thousands. This indicates that the vibrational energy of molecules are only in the order of $10^{-2}$ to $10^{-1}$ eV.

When a molecule interacts with an electromagnetic field, a transfer of energy from the field to the molecule can occur only when Bohr’s frequency condition is satisfied; namely,

$$\Delta \varepsilon = h\nu = h\frac{c}{\lambda} = h\nu = \nu, \quad (2-8)$$

Here, $\Delta \varepsilon$ is the difference in energy between two quantized states. Thus, $\nu$ is directly proportional to the energy of transition.

Given that

$$\Delta \varepsilon = E_2 - E_1, \quad (2-9)$$

where $E_2$ and $E_1$ are the energies of the excited and ground states, respectively, then the molecule is said to “absorb” $\Delta \varepsilon$ when it is excited from $E_1$ to $E_2$, and “emits” $\Delta \varepsilon$ when energy reverts from $E_2$ to $E_1$.

Figure 12 shows the basic processes which occur for one vibration. At room temperature, most molecules, but not all, are present in the lowest energy vibrational level. Since the virtual states are not real states of the molecule but are created when the laser interacts with the electrons and causes polarization, the energy of these states is determined by the frequency of the light source used. The Rayleigh scattering has the most intense energy since most photons scatter in this matter [34]. It does not involve any energy change and consequently the light returns to the same energy state. The Raman scattering process from the ground vibrational state ($E_0$) leads to absorption of energy by the molecule and its promotion to a higher energy excited vibrational state.
(E₀⁺hνₘ). This is called Stokes scattering. However, due to thermal energy, some molecules may reside in this excited state (E₀⁺hνₘ). Scattering from this states to the ground state (E₀) is called anti-Stokes scattering and involves transfer of energy to the scattered photon. The relative intensities of the two processes depend on the population of the various states of the molecule. The populations can be worked out from the Boltzmann equation, but at room temperature, the number of molecules expected to be in an excited vibrational state will be small [34].

Figure 12 – Diagram of the Rayleigh and Raman scattering processes [36].

When compared to Stokes scattering, the number of molecules resembling anti-Stokes scattering will be weak; and will become weaker as the frequency of the vibration increases, due to decreased population of the excited vibrational states. Additionally, anti-Stokes scattering will increase relative to Stokes scattering as the temperature rises.

There is a basic selection rule which is required to understand this pattern. Intense Raman scattering occurs from vibrations which cause a change in the polarizability of the
electron cloud around the molecule. Usually, symmetric vibrations cause the largest changes and give the greatest scattering. This contrasts with infrared absorption where the most intense absorption is caused by a change in dipole, and hence, asymmetric vibrations which causes the most intense scattering phenomena [34].

Provided that there is no change in electronic energy, for example, by the absorption of a photon and the promotion of an electron to an excited electronic state, the energy of a molecule can be divided into a number of different parts or ‘degrees of freedom’. Three of these degrees of freedom are taken up to describe the translation of the molecule in space and three to describe rotational movement except for linear molecules where only two types of rotation are possible. If N is the number of atoms in a molecule, the number of vibrational degrees of freedom, and therefore the number of vibrations possible, is $3N - 6$ for all molecules except linear ones where it is $3N - 5$. For a diatomic molecule, this means there will be only one vibration. In a molecule such as oxygen, this is a simple stretch of the O–O bond. This will change the polarizability of the molecule but will not induce any dipole change since there is no dipole in the molecule, and the vibration is symmetric about the center. Thus the selection rules discussed predict that oxygen gas will produce a band in the Raman spectrum and no band in the infrared spectrum.

### 2.3.2 Graphene Characterization via Raman Spectroscopy

Volumes of papers have been written discussing the benefits of using Raman spectroscopy to characterize graphene [37]–[41]. Of those released articles, it is Dresselhaus et al. [38] who deliver the most relevant insight into graphene, and other similar allotropes of carbon. As Figure 13 shows, the Raman spectrum of single layer
graphene consists of two dominant spectral features. Scanning from left to right, the first peak representing the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon mode is located \( \sim 1580 \text{ cm}^{-1} \); this peak is referred to as the G band. The second peak is a second-order dispersive Raman feature called the G’ and is located \( \sim 2700 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) [38].

Raman spectroscopy for the various sp\(^2\) carbon materials, displayed in Figure 13, has been mainly used for sample characterization and these different carbon materials exhibit characteristic differences related to the small differences in their structures [41]. The fundamental sp\(^2\) carbon material is mono-layer graphene which has the simplest and most fundamental spectrum showing the two Raman-allowed features that appear in all sp\(^2\) carbon materials: the first-order G-band and the second-order symmetry-allowed G’-band, where the symbol G is used to denote “graphitic.” The next most commonly observed feature is the D-band that is a defect-activated Raman mode. A clear message derived from Figure 13 is that every different sp\(^2\) carbon material in this figure shows a distinct Raman spectrum, which can be used to understand the different properties that accompany each of these different sp\(^2\) carbon structures. For example, 3D highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) shows a different spectrum from that of single-layer graphene, which in turn is distinct from the Raman spectra characteristic of the various few layer-graphene materials, as displayed in Figure 14.
Figure 13 – Raman spectra from several sp² nanocarbon and bulk carbon materials. From top to bottom: crystalline mono-layer graphene, HOPG, an SWNT bundle sample, damaged graphene, single-wall carbon nanohorns (SWNH). The most intense Raman peaks are labeled in a few of the spectra [41].

The D-band occurs at about 1350 cm⁻¹ at 2.41eV laser excitation energy (E_{laser}) and is directly proportional to the value of E_{laser} [41]. Since the graphite melting temperature is very high (over 4200 K) and since no actual carbon materials are defect-free, the D/G-band intensity ratio (I_D/I_G) provides a suitable metric for the degree of disorder in sp² carbon materials over a wide temperature range [38]. In the case of graphene, the (I_D/I_G) ratio and the lineshape of the G’-band can be used for identifying the number of graphene layers [41]. Figure 14, from Ferrari, compares the 514 nm Raman spectra of graphene and bulk graphite. The two most intense features are the G and G’ peaks [39]. The linewidth of the G’ band is narrower for graphene than it is for multilayer graphite. This observation supports the relationship of the number of graphitic layers being directly proportional to its requisite G’ linewidth.
Figure 14 – Comparison of Raman spectra at 514 nm for bulk graphite and graphene. They are scaled to have similar height of the 2D peak at $\sim2700 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ [39].

Figure 15 displays the Raman spectra of CNTs grown on a SiC substrate using the Oxy-Gon furnace. This previous work was conducted by Mitchel [16], and provides a baseline for current research to build upon. This research effort adds to the data set in that different surfaces will be examined for nanostructure growth. Mitchel performed thermal decomposition on smooth, flat SiC wafers. This research effort looks at SiC pillars as well as the etched substrate surface. Raman data collected from the Oxy-Gon furnace method will be compared to Raman results reported by Mitchel, to reveal if the same material is present from the different SiC features.
Many areas of basic and applied nanotube research have an essential need to analyze SWNT samples to determine the structural species that are present. According to Weisman and Subramony, when Raman spectroscopy is employed, and the wavelength of the incident laser is close to a strong optical absorption feature of a nanotube species, relatively intense resonance Raman scattering is generated [42]. In the case of CNTs, a special Raman-active phonon mode related to the vibrations of a pentagonal ring (1469 cm\(^{-1}\)) is particularly critical for understanding the molecular structure [41]. This Raman spectrum, previously shown in Figure 13, shows the G-band vibrational mode, which arises from tangential and longitudinal C-C stretching motions, and the radial breathing
mode (RBM), which represents symmetric expansion and contraction of the nanotube cylinder. This vibrational mode is unique to carbon nanotubes and serves to identify their presence in a given sample. Since the RBM frequency is inversely proportional to the nanotube diameter, the diameter distribution of the nanotubes that are contained in a given sample can be estimated, as well as determining if the tubes are metallic or semiconducting [41]. When an isolated nanotube is observed, its Raman spectrum can be used to obtain its detailed structure, which reveals the hexagonal lattice orientation, the diameter and the chiral angle of the nanotube, as well as the nanotube \((n,m)\) chirality assignment [41]. Although the G-band frequency is not sensitive to nanotube structure, its linewidth differs significantly for metallic and semiconducting species [42]. A limitation of Raman analysis, however, is that it reveals the spectra only of those species having electronic transitions close to the incident laser wavelength. To perform a full analysis, one may therefore need to collect Raman spectra using numerous lasers.
III. Methodology

3.1 Chapter Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the methodologies applied in this research effort. Significant processes include pre-processing the samples to prepare them for nanostructure growth, carbon nanostructure growth via thermal decomposition (i.e. graphite resistance furnace and laser excitation), and material analysis by means of Raman spectroscopy.

Growing nanostructures on a SiC substrate using the laser excitation growth process require a high degree of thermal isolation for the incident laser to adequately heat the substrates; this thermal isolation is achieved by patterning pillars onto the SiC surface. The pillar patterning step involves plating the wafer with nickel (Ni), patterning the Ni with a photolithographic mask, and then patterning the SiC wafer with the design determined by the Ni mask, using a RIE process. The SiC decomposition processes consist of placing the wafer in a vacuum chamber and heating the sample to a known temperature for a predetermined amount of time. Material analysis via Raman spectroscopy involves exciting a point of nanostructure material on a SiC wafer with a laser source, and capturing the scattered beam via photon detectors. Energy from the laser is absorbed by the material, and then re-emitted into the photon detector. The software collects the data and displays it as a Raman shift plot.

3.2 Sample Patterning

The end result of this step is a patterned SiC wafer with arrays of 10µm tall pillars, 10µm in diameter, spaced 50 µm apart. The process is illustrated in Figure 16.
The spacing is intended to result in thermal isolation between individual SiC pillars, and allows for hundreds of experiments to be performed on a 1 cm x 1 cm sample, when used in the laser excitation method. To begin the process, a chemical – mechanical polished (CMP) n-doped 4H – SiC wafer is diced into 1 cm x 1 cm samples. Next, a Torr ® Electron Beam Evaporation System deposited 2200 Å of nickel (Ni) on the polished SiC wafers. An AlphaStep IQ Surface Profiler verified the thickness of the Ni layer. A measured thickness of 1980 Å fell within the required tolerance of +/- 200 Å. After the thickness was verified, the samples are cleaned with 30 second rinses each of acetone, methanol, isopropanol, and de-ionized water (DIW). Once cleaned, the samples are then coated with 5 µm of 1805 photoresist (PR), spun at 3000 RPM for 30 seconds, with a 4 sec 500 RPM spread, and baked for 75 seconds on a hot plate set at 120°C.

Figure 16 – Illustration of process diagram showing the steps required to pattern SiC wafers. The brown color represents SiC wafer, gray is Ni masking layer, blue is 1805 PR, and the green signifies the rough SiC surface left behind from the RIE.
Next, a SUSS Microtec MJB3 mask aligner is used to expose the samples, for 4 seconds under an ultraviolet (UV) lamp to one of two fabricated masks consisting of arrays of 10 micron diameter circles, spaced 50 µm apart. The first mask used was a uniform sheet of circles. This mask was satisfactory for the furnace growth method. However, samples made from this mask proved to be less than ideal for use in the laser excitation method. In order to keep track of individual experiments on a sample containing thousands of pillars, the pillars need to be identified in some fashion. Therefore, a new mask was fabricated which consisted of a grid pattern containing a 5-by-5 array of circles. After UV exposure, the samples are developed for 45 seconds using Microdeposit 351 developer, mixed at a ratio of 1:5 with DIW, and followed by a 30 second DIW rinse. Figure 17 displays the resulting samples with patterned circles of PR on top of the Ni layer.

**Figure 17** – Microscope images showing patterned PR layer on top of the Ni layer. Figures (a) and (b) display 5X and 100X magnifications, respectively.

With the PR properly exposed and developed, the samples are then submerged in Transcene ® TFG Nickel Etchant (Ni Etchant) to transfer the circle array from the PR to the Ni layer. Prior to etching, the Ni Etchant was heated to 50°C on a hot plate. To
achieve this temperature, 50 mL of Ni Etchant was poured into a 250 mL beaker and placed on a hot plate set at 100°C. The temperature of the liquid was verified by a glass thermometer placed inside of the beaker. After 15 minutes, the temperature of the Ni Etchant reached 50°C and the hot plate was set to 90°C to maintain this temperature. Next, individual samples were lowered into the Ni Etchant and slowly agitated for 4 - 4.5 minutes, then removed and rinsed with DI water. Figure 18 is an image captured from an optical microscope illustrating the undercutting from the Ni Etchant. The larger circle is the PR and the smaller circle is the Ni layer. The difference in diameters of these two features is due to the undercutting of the Ni Etchant on the Ni layer. From this finding, it was decided not to use a mask with circles less than 10 µm.

![Figure 18](image-url) – Optical microscope image displaying the patterned Ni layer before the PR has been removed. The dimensions reveal a 1 micron over-etch.
After the Ni is patterned, the remaining PR is removed with 30 second rinses each of acetone, methanol, isopropanol, and DI water. Once the remaining PR is removed, as shown in Figure 19, the samples are placed back into the AlphaStep IQ Surface Profiler to confirm the correct Ni thickness is left behind. With the Ni layer at a sufficient thickness (~1980 Å), the wafers are ready for the next step of reactive ion etching.

![Optical microscope image showing patterned Ni layer after the PR has been removed.](image)

Figure 19 – Optical microscope image showing patterned Ni layer after the PR has been removed.

RIE took place in a Trion Reactive Ion Etch chamber. The chamber was set with the following parameters: power = 250 watts, pressure = 85 mTorr, CF₄ gas flow = 25sccm, O₂ gas flow = 5sccm. Three, 1 hour etch sessions were conducted and resulted in an overall etch depth of 7.0-8.0µm, as shown in Figure 20(a). Once this depth was achieved, the Ni layer was no longer needed and was removed in 50°C of Ni Etchant for
eight minutes on a hot plate. After the Ni was removed, as shown in Figure 20(b), the wafers were cleaned with 30 second rinses each of acetone, methanol, isopropanol, and DIW. The broad array of pillars on the SiC surface is shown in Figure 21(a).

Figure 20 – SEM image of SiC pillar etched in CF$_4$ showing (a) pre- and (b) post Ni layer removal. Note: the images shown pre- and post- are not of the same pillar, but are representative of the pillars produced during the as-mentioned fabrication step. The roughened etched surface is a by-product of micro-masking.

Figure 21 – SEM image of pillar array. (a) 200x magnification, 45 degree tilt on SEM axis. This image illustrates the uniform separation between pillars. (b) 1000x magnification, 45 degree tilt on SEM axis. This image illustrates the rough surface left on the surface from the CF$_4$-O$_2$ gas mix, where laser excitation generated requisite heat for decomposition.

This method produced pillars with smooth, flat tops. These pillars, as shown in Figure 21(b), are ideal for furnace growth experiments. However, initial SiC
decomposition attempts in the ARES system showed substantial growth off of the pillars as opposed to the top of individual pillars. This was in disagreement with the preconceived notion that the pillars would provide thermal isolation and thereby facilitate SiC heating and decomposition. Given success at forming carbon nanostructures on the roughened off-pillar surface, the pillars were roughened post-Ni removal with a short, 5 min RIE etch. This roughened pillar top is believed to aid in concentrating the laser emission on a small volume of SiC.

Since the laser excitation method has the capability to perform unique experiments on individual pillars, there is an inherent requirement to monitor experiment locations. An additional mask was used to create a grid pattern on the SiC wafer, shown in Figure 22, to facilitate identifying experiment locations. The grid pattern consists of 576 cells arranged in 24 rows by 24 columns. Within each cell is a 5 by 5 array of pillars. In total, there exists 14,400 individual pillars.

![SEM image of the grid pattern used for the laser excitation mask. (a) 500x magnification of cell 12-12. (b) 734x magnification image displaying etched grid pattern.](image)

**Figure 22** – SEM image of the grid pattern used for the laser excitation mask. (a) 500x magnification of cell 12-12. (b) 734x magnification image displaying etched grid pattern.
3.3 Carbon Nanostructure Growth

The SiC decomposition method used to grow nanostructures (CNTs and graphene) is based on research by Kusunoki [25], Mitchel [16], Pochet [17], and Campbell [18]. The basic thermal decomposition method involves heating a SiC substrate to 1700°C while maintaining a constant vacuum pressure between $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-6}$ Torr. The heat source for this research was derived from two different sources: graphite resistance furnace and excitation from a 532 nm, 2.5 W laser. The graphite resistance furnace, manufactured by Oxy-Gon Industries Inc, Epsom, NH, is overseen by AFRL/RXAN and the laser excitation apparatus is overseen by AFRL/RXAS.

3.3.1 Oxy-Gon Graphite Resistance Furnace

Carbon nanostructure growth via graphite resistance furnace is described in this section. The operating procedure for the furnace is found in Appendix B. In summary, the temperature in the heating volume is controlled by the current running through the furnace. The various temperatures investigated in this research are provided in Table 1 and typical ramp plots are displayed in Figure 23 and Figure 24. Both plots show the soft bake process as a flat line at 1250°C. The chamber pressure increases when the temperature increases, as depicted by the blue line. The percentage of current flow controls the rate at which the temperature increases. A turbo-molecular pump controls the pressure of the chamber. A roughing pump lowers the pressure to $10^{2} - 10^{3}$ Torr, which assists the turbo-molecular pump in bringing the pressure down to $10^{5} - 10^{6}$ Torr. Chilled water is circulated within the skin of the furnace to allow the exterior to stay at a temperature which is safe to touch. Figure 25 is an example of the Oxy-Gon furnace used in this research. The control module is on the left and the oven is on the right.
Figure 23 – Temperature ramp plot for sample V4A. The black line represents temperature and blue represents pressure.
Figure 24 – Temperature ramp plot for sample V5A. The black line represents temperature and blue represents pressure.

Table 1 - List of temperatures used in vacuum furnace experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Annealing Time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-1A</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1A</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1B</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-3A</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-3B</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-4A</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-4B</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-5A</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.2 Laser Excitation Chamber

Carbon nanostructure via laser excitation is described in this section. A patterned SiC wafer is affixed to the sample holder by double sided copper adhesive. The sample holder is then mounted into the vacuum chamber, which has a volume of approximately 1 in$^3$. While in the chamber, a 50X magnification objective focuses the laser to a 4 µm$^2$ spot on the wafer. A roughing pump lowers the chamber pressure down to $10^{-3} – 10^{-5}$ Torr. Once the target pressure is reached, the laser is powered up to 2.5mW, and the wafer begins to heat. While it is heating, the scattered laser light is collected by an optical lens and sent to the Raman detector. The resulting Raman spectrum reveals \textit{in situ} growth kinetics.
The setup and operation of the ARES system was controlled by AFRL. Table 2 displays a list of experiments that were conducted during the course of this research. Remembering the focus of this research, the purpose of the laser excitation method is to duplicate the environmental condition found in the Oxy-Gon furnace: pressure near $10^{-5}$ Torr, water concentration less than 5 parts per million (ppm), 60 minute growth time, and an absence of a chamber gas. With regard to these considerations, few experiments fit the criteria mentioned above. Of the experiments performed, only Trials 1, 2 and 12 most resembled the Oxy-Gon furnace chamber conditions.

Table 2 - List of laser excitation experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Pressure (Torr)</th>
<th>Water Concentration (ppm)</th>
<th>Excitation Time (min)</th>
<th>Gas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pillar</td>
<td>3.10E-06</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Vac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>3.27E-06</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Vac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>1.20E-05</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Vac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>5.50E-05</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Vac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>7.00E-05</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Vac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>8.00E-04</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Argon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>1.20E-03</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Argon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>1.23E-03</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>2.60E-03</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Vac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>6.00E-03</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Vac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Pillar</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Vac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Vac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Vac</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Raman Spectroscopy

Significant insight comes from comparing the Raman spectra generated from the furnace oven growth process against the laser growth process. As described in Chapter II, Raman spectroscopy is a laser measurement technique used to observe low-frequency modes in a system, such as vibrational and rotational modes. It relies on inelastic scattering of monochromatic light from a laser in the ultraviolet, visible, or near infrared
range (300 – 900 nm wavelengths). For this laboratory work, 514 nm and 532 nm wavelength lasers are used to gather Raman scattering data. The 532 nm source is used in the ARES system and the 514 nm source is used in the stand-alone Renishaw device. In either system, the laser light interacts with molecular vibrations resulting in the energy of the laser photons being shifted up or down the energy spectrum. The shift in energy reveals information about the atomic vibrational modes in the system [33]. In this research effort, carbon – carbon bonds are the focus in Raman spectroscopy.

A Renishaw device, similar to the one shown in Figure 26, is used to collect Raman data on nanostructures grown in the vacuum furnace. First, the instrument is calibrated first with an internal, then again with an external Si source. A Raman peak of 520 cm\(^{-1}\) (+/- 1 cm\(^{-1}\)) verifies the instrument is calibrated correctly. Once calibrated, the SiC sample is placed on the stage under the microscope. A camera captures the image from the microscope which is displayed on a monitor in order for the user to focus the 4 µm\(^2\) laser spot size on the surface of the sample. An example screen shot from the monitor is displayed in Figure 27. An extended scan mode is selected for a 10 second scan. The shutter opens, allowing the laser beam to illuminate the sample surface. The spectrum data is saved as a text file and plotted in Matlab where it is analyzed and presented in Chapter IV.
Figure 26 – An example of the Renishaw device used in this research. On the left is the sample stage with the optional safety cover open. The cabinet on the right contains the laser optical components [43].

Figure 27 – Example of a screen shot from Raman software courtesy of Micro and Nanotechnology Laboratory at University of Illinois [44].

The collected Raman data will be used to compare the nanostructures grown via Oxy-Gon furnace with structures grown via laser excitation. First, Raman data collected
from different annealing temperatures used in the Oxy-Gon furnace will be examined to reveal any trends relating material characteristics to temperature. Additionally, Raman spectroscopy will be used to compare material grown on pillar tops with material grown on the etched substrate. It is proposed that a comparison of Raman spectra will reveal thermal decomposition produces a conformal material covering all surfaces on the substrate. Second, in-situ Raman data collected from the laser excitation growth method will be examined to reveal any trends relating material characteristics to chamber pressure and excitation time. By varying the chamber pressure and maintaining consistent laser power, it is proposed that the Raman spectra will reveal a direct relationship between material growth and chamber pressure. Lastly, Raman spectra from the furnace method will be compared to spectra from the laser excitation method via superposition. If chamber conditions are identical between the two methods (temperature and pressure), it is anticipated for their respective Raman spectra to be identical as well. Results of D, G and G’ peak position and line width comparisons are provided in the following chapter.

3.5 Summary

This chapter covered the main procedures required to accomplish this thesis work. It first discussed the pre-processing required to pattern the SiC wafers. Then the chapter talked about the two different methods used to grow nanostructures: furnace and laser excitation method. This chapter concluded with a discussion on how Raman spectroscopy was used to collect data. The Raman data is used in the next chapter to compare the two growth methods.
IV. Analysis and Results

4.1 Chapter Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to report on findings, based on collected data from the methods described in the previous chapter. The first section discusses key findings discovered during the pre-process sequence where the primary variant in achieving tall, crisp pillars was the thickness of the sacrificed Ni mask thickness. Next, nanostructures grown using the vacuum furnace are examined; characteristic growth variables such as temperature ramp and chamber pressure were varied, and are discussed. Characteristics of carbon nanostructures grown by the laser excitation method are discussed, with attention paid to background pressure and gas type. Finally, the last section compares the material grown by both methods. Data collected from Raman spectroscopy is inspected; similarities between the two growth methods are discussed with hopes of using the ARES growth data to form a growth matrix similar to that presented by Song and Smith [28]. While this was not achieved to the level initially desired, the data from the ARES growth runs highlights material grown on the substrate is similar to material grown a pillar, no graphitic material was produced, and chamber pressure may be the most significant factor to consider.

4.2 Sample Patterning

The initial step in this research was pre-processing SiC wafers to create arrays of 10µm tall pillars, 10µm in diameter. Several factors played a role in obtaining the optimum yield, dimensions and shape of the SiC pillars. It was observed that the thickness of the photolithographic mask and the thickness of the deposited Ni layer had a
direct impact on how well the pattern transferred to the SiC wafer. The size and shape of the pillars ultimately relied upon the combination of gasses, pressure and RF power selected in the RIE instrument, along with the Ni mask thickness.

For this research work, a total of three photolithographic masks were fabricated using AFIT’s Heidelberg µPG 101 Tabletop Laser Pattern Generator. Mask 1 was developed on a 0.090 inch thick glass substrate, Mask 2 was on a 0.060 inch substrate, and Mask 3 was on a 0.090 inch substrate. Mask 1 was exposed to a pattern with 10µm circles, spaced 50µm apart. This mask was used to successfully pattern 20 SiC sample pieces, each approximately 1 cm x 1 cm. Mask 2 was exposed to a pattern with 12µm circles spaced 50µm apart, similar to the pattern used in Mask 1. However, when Mask 2 was used in the MJB3 mask aligner, it resulted in inconsistent pattern development.

When obtaining a blank mask for pattern creation, little thought went into the thickness of the blank photo mask glass plates. AFIT’s cleanroom offers two choices: 0.060 and 0.090 inches. Both thicknesses of masks are 4 in x 4 in, and are the optimal size for a 3 inch diameter wafers. Since a 3 inch wafer comprises 44% of the area of the mask, as shown in Figure 28(A), when the mask and the wafer come in contact, the mask overhangs the wafer by 0.5 inch. This relatively small overhang results in a large moment of inertia (I=bh^3/12, b=over hang, h=thickness) which prevents mask deformation under minimal compression force. However, this research effort utilizes a 1 cm by 1 cm wafer sample. This area is only 1% of the total glass mask area. Therefore, when the glass mask comes in contact the SiC wafer sample, the mask overhangs each side by 1.8 inches, decreasing the moment of inertia created by the mask when compared to the 0.5 inch overhang. This sample-to-mask effective area ratio is illustrated in Figure
28. Additionally, Mask 2 is much more sensitive to compression forces ($h^3$) when it comes in contact with the wafer since it is thinner than the other two masks at 0.060 inches.

![Diagram of glass mask and wafer](image)

**Figure 28** – The images above emphasize the relative areas of the glass mask to a 3 inch wafer and a SiC wafer sample used in this research.

Mask 2 was used to expose a set of five SiC wafer samples, coated with PR, to the 12µm pattern. While the samples were being developed in 351, it was observed that the pattern did not uniformly transfer to the PR on the wafer samples. Instead of a uniform array of circles, a diffraction-like pattern was observed. It was determined that the glass mask plate deformed while making minimal contact with the wafer sample. The stresses inside the glass mask plate, particularly in the area above the wafer sample, obstructed the UV light, preventing it from properly exposing the PR beneath it. As shown in Figure 29, the stress pattern on the mask appears as wavy lines on the surface. The refraction pattern blocks the UV light from passing through, and thereby gets transferred to the
wafer sample as unexposed areas of PR. Mask 3 was intentionally fabricated on a 0.090 inch glass mask to avoid this anomaly. This conclusion was in part formed through discussions with AFIT’s cleanroom technicians. It should be noted that this phenomenon was previously observed by Campbell whose SEM image is shown in Figure 30.

![Figure 29](image.png)

**Figure 29** – Photograph of 1805 PR on SiC substrate. (a) was taken after the sample is exposed to a UV source. (b) was taken after the sample was developed in 351. The pattern displayed on the developed PR is caused by the use of a 0.060 inch thick mask.

The original reason for creating Mask 2 was to obtain larger SiC pillars, both in diameter and height. The diameter of the pillars is determined by the diameter of the patterned Ni layer. However, during the Ni etching process (wet etchant based), a degree of undercutting occurs by approximately 1 – 2 µm, resulting in 8 – 6 µm diameter circles. In order to compensate for this loss, 12 µm circles were used in Mask 2 in lieu of 10 µm circles found in Mask 1. With the diameter of the pillars being determined by the mask features, the height of the pillars can be considered next.
Figure 30 – SEM image captured by Campbell further illustrating the transfer of the diffraction pattern to a SiC substrate [18].

The height of the pillars is determined by two factors: 1) thickness of Ni layer and 2) etch parameters used during RIE (i.e.: power, duration, volatile gas mixture, plasma density). Keeping the etch parameters constant, it can be assumed that varying the Ni thickness will directly affect pillar height. Initially, Ni was deposited to a thickness of 2200Å and the average pillar height was measured to be 7 µm, as displayed in Figure 31. When placed in the RIE, the Ni layer acts as a mask, protecting the SiC material beneath it. While exposed to the etching plasma, both the Ni mask and SiC wafer react with the ions. Since the chosen gas mixture (CF₄) has a selectivity of 15:1 (SiC : Ni), the SiC is etched faster than the Ni mask. However, during the 3 hour etch time, the Ni is completely etched away, given the etchant selectivity ratio. This etch ratio was partially investigated by performing the RIE in 30 minute blocks; after each block, the sample was
studied using an optical microscope, profilometer, and SEM to determine the pattern states. When the Ni is etched away, further RIE is ceased and the resulting pillar height is ~7 µm. Given this failure to reach a 10 µm etch depth, it was proposed that increasing the Ni thickness would add more protection to the SiC and allow a deeper etch in the RIE.

![Diagram of Ni etching process](image)

**Figure 31** – The image above outlines the process of utilizing a 2200 Å thick Ni mask. The remaining Ni seen in D) is thick enough to allow sufficient time in the RIE to create SiC pillars ~7 µm high.

A set of five SiC wafer samples were deposited with 4000 Å of Ni, in hopes of obtaining pillars greater than 7 µm in height. The samples then followed the same procedure to pattern the Ni into arrays of 10 µm circles: coat with 1805 PR, UV exposure to Mask 1, develop in 351, rinse in DIW, place in Ni Etchant, as illustrated in Figure 32. The average etch time required to pattern 2200 Å of Ni was 4.5 minutes in 50°C Ni Etchant. Therefore, in order to etch 4000 Å, an estimated etch time of six minutes was expected. Unfortunately, the Ni was too thick to be properly etched by the Ni Etchant, as the etch rate decreased with the additional Ni thickness.
After being held in the Ni Etchant for five minutes, a wafer sample was removed and examined under an optical microscope. Upon inspection, it was observed that several PR circles broke free from the Ni surface, before the Ni was etched down to the SiC wafer. From this observation, it was determined that because the Ni Etchant solution etches isotropically, the sidewalls of the patterned Ni completely under etched the protective PR pattern layer. Figure 32 illustrates what happens when the Ni deposition thickness is increased to 4000 Å.

![Figure 32](image_url)

**Figure 32** – The image above outlines the process of utilizing a 4000 Å thick Ni mask. Steps A) through D) are the same steps used in the thinner 2200 Å Ni layer. Step E) highlights the severe undercutting due to the isotropic etch pattern consistent with a wet etching technique.

The last element of the pre-processing step to be considered is the flatness of the SiC pillars. Prior to this work, only flat pillars were considered. When only utilizing the
vacuum furnace method to decompose SiC, flat-topped pillars are ideal. With flat pillars, it is easy to measure material growth via SEM, and the diameter of the pillars concentrate CNTs to a small area which is critical for field emission, as discussed by Campbell [18]. However, when the flat SiC pillars were used in the laser excitation system, the concentration of heat sufficient to thermally decompose the SiC was not achieved. Historical growth in the ARES system involves Si pillars on SiO₂; the SiO₂ enables each pillar to be thermally isolated. The hope in this work was for the tall SiC pillars to provide enough thermal isolation to enable thermal decomposition of SiC.

Prior to this research work, the ARES system employed silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers as its growth substrate [15]. With fabricated Si pillars resting on a foundation of SiO₂, the heat generated by the laser was able to concentrate within the specified pillar. The purpose of the SiO₂ is to inhibit the transfer of heat throughout the entire wafer. Although the spacing and dimension of the SiC pillars were designed to mimic the features found on the SOI samples (with the purpose of creating a thermal barrier), it was the insulating layer which proved essential for thermal isolation. The SiC material used in this research did not have an insulating layer. Subsequently, when a flat topped pillar was heated by the laser, there was no thermal barrier between the pillar and the rest of the substrate, and the heat dissipated throughout the SiC wafer. The laser did not generate enough heat to thermally decompose the SiC. Exploring other features on the wafer sample with the laser proved successful in producing carbon nanostructures.

Focusing the laser on the etched substrate, rather than the flat pillar tops, generated enough heat to thermally decompose the SiC wafer. The reasoning behind this finding is since the etched surface is composed of jagged features due to the micro-
masking effect, the laser beam reflects off of the surfaces and is focused into the substrate within an area ~ 4 µm. This method of containing laser energy led to the idea of creating pillars whose top surfaces resemble the jagged substrate, as illustrated in Figure 33. It was proposed that the rough pillar tops would concentrate the laser energy within the pillar in lieu of a layer of insulator below the SiC pillars. It was this realization that enabled SiC pillars to be a viable substrate in the ARES system.

Rough pillar tops were concluded to be essential in the laser excitation method because they concentrate the energy of the laser within the nano-scale surface roughness features, allowing temperatures to reach above 1400°C, requisite to thermally decompose the SiC and create carbon nanostructures. It is assumed that the flat top pillars allowed the energy from the laser to enter the material with little resistance, and the substrate dissipated the heat throughout the wafer.

Figure 33 – The image on the left is of a SiC pillar with a rough top. The image on the right is of a flat topped pillar. The rough surface is caused by the micro-masking effect from the RIE process.
4.3 Carbon Nanostructure Growth

After the SiC wafers were patterned into arrays of pillars, they continued to the next step of growing carbon nanostructures using the vacuum furnace or laser excitation methods. Results from the Oxy-Gon vacuum furnace are reported in this section, and results from the laser excitation chamber are reported in the subsequent section.

4.3.1 Oxy-Gon Furnace Growth Results

Figure 34 is a cross section view of a SiC pillar captured via SEM with an 8000X magnification following a three hour growth at 1700°C. Once the wafer was allowed to cool to room temperature, the sample was taken into AFIT’s clean room where it was manually cleaved in half. A cleaved half was then mounted on a sample holder and placed in the SEM. After the image was captured, the magnification was increased to 25000X in order to measure the thickness of nanostructure material grown on the flat surface of the pillar. Figure 35 displays the higher magnification image. A total thickness of 310 nm lends to a growth rate of 100 nm per hour; this growth rate was consistent with Si-face growth as reported by Boeckl et al. in [30].
Figure 34 – SEM cross-sectional view of a SiC pillar after 3 hour growth at 1700°C under high vacuum conditions (10⁻⁵ Torr). The highlighted area is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35 – 25000X magnification zoom of the previous figure. The nanostructure material thickness is 310 nm, produced from 3 hrs in the furnace. This suggests a growth rate of 100 nm per hour.
After the samples were examined under the SEM, they were then placed in the Renishaw Raman microscope to gain insight on the type of carbon allotrope grown on the surface. Figure 36 is the Raman spectrum obtained from a sample after a three hour anneal at 1700°C. Scanning from left to right, the prominent peaks are D, G and G’. The G peak is greater than the D peak supporting the presence of slightly ordered CNTs. The relatively strong G’ peak is indicative of graphene layers. This supports the theory Kusunoki et al. suggest of graphene forming at temperatures lower than temperatures needed for CNT formation. As the temperature is ramped from room temperature to 1700°C, the temperature holds for 30 minutes at 1250°C to soft bake the surface. It is during this soft bake where it is theorized that layers of graphene form on the surface [27]. These layers of graphene are required for nanocap formation, which in turn are necessary for CNT growth on SiC wafers [27]. The strong G’ peak found in the Raman spectrum indicates graphitic layers are present in the material.
Figure 36 – Raman spectrum of material produced using the Oxy-Gon furnace. The three peaks represent the D, G, and G' bands (left to right). The G' band is an indication of layers of graphitic material. Note the wavenumber ranges from 0 to 3000 cm⁻¹.

Additional growths were performed for temperatures ranging from 1400 – 1650°C in 50°C increments in order to decipher the influence of temperature on the atomic structure of the resulting material. The Raman spectra arising from this range of growth temperatures are presented in Figure 37.

Initially, 1650°C was intended to be the subsequent annealing temperature; however, during the intended one hour annealing time, the vacuum furnace was left unattended and the temperature slowly ramped up to 1775°C. Taking the entire data set into consideration, it is observed from Figure 37 that the highest three temperatures grew material with highly ordered CNTs. Focusing on just the 1500°C and 1550°C temperatures, a large disparity is seen between the two spectra at the D, G and G' peaks. This disparity suggests, for this particular Oxy-Gon vacuum furnace, to yield ordered
CNTs, the temperature must be set at or above 1550°C. Of all the temperatures studied, 1600°C resulted in more refined nanostructures, having the largest G to D band ratio. Table 3 depicts this intensity comparison between the various temperatures.

Figure 37 – The plot above displays the complete data set of the Oxy-Gon furnace experiments.

Error! Reference source not found. compares the Raman spectra from 1400°C, 1500°C and 1600°C temperature anneals, and highlights the spectra change as a function of temperature. Similar to Figure 37, the spectra suggest the greater the temperature anneal, the more efficient the system is at producing ordered carbon nanoparticles. The plot clearly shows the affect temperature has on material characteristics during growth. The characteristic carbon peaks (G and G’) increase with temperature. The ratio of G to SiC peak intensity increases with temperature, suggesting carbon growth on the SiC surface increases with temperature as well.
Table 3 - Intensity comparison from Oxy-Gon furnace growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp (°C)</th>
<th>I_D/I_G</th>
<th>I_SiC/I_G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1.0230</td>
<td>1.6972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1450</td>
<td>1.0231</td>
<td>1.1407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1.0232</td>
<td>0.6423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1550</td>
<td>0.8983</td>
<td>0.1861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0.7480</td>
<td>0.1169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 38 – Raman spectra of 1400, 1500 and 1600°C temperature settings.

One significant data set omitted from the previous figures is the bare SiC wafer. With the SiC wafer line included in the plot, as shown in Figure 39, material growth above the substrate can be easily seen. Noteworthy features of the characteristic SiC wafer line include a prominent peak at 1000 cm\(^{-1}\), two jagged peaks on either side of the G band, and absolutely no G’ peak. At the G’ location (~2700 cm\(^{-1}\)) the SiC wafer line is completely flat, proving no graphitic layers are present.
Figure 39 – Raman spectra of 1400, 1500 and 1600°C temperature anneals and the spectrum from a bare wafer with no nanostructure growth. The SiC peak at 1000 cm\(^{-1}\) shrinks as the annealing temperature increases.

The Raman data presented in this chapter thus far has been collected from the substrate level of the wafer, not from a pillar location. Summarizing previous remarks, the purpose of the pillars in the vacuum furnace method is to visually observe material growth after the wafer has been cleaved in half. A unique feature of the vacuum furnace method is the ability to conformally grow material on the substrate. The same carbon-rich material is present on top of the pillars as on the etched substrate level of the SiC wafer, as suggested in Figure 40. The figure displays two Raman spectra obtained from different areas on the SiC wafer. The blue line represents material found on the etched substrate, and the black line represents material on top of a SiC pillar. The two lines
almost completely overlap, with the only discrepancy being the intensity of the G’ peak.

At the G’ peak location, the pillar intensity is greater than the substrate intensity.

![Raman Spectrum From Oxy-Gon Furnace Growth Method](image)

**Figure 40** – Comparison of spectra taken from two different areas. The blue line is from the substrate and the black line is from the top of a flat pillar. Since the spectra overlap, it shows the material is consistent throughout the substrate.

### 4.3.2 Laser Induced Growth Results

This section reports on the data collected from the second growth method examined in this research: laser excitation. As displayed in Table 2, a total of 13 different experiments were conducted in the ARES system. Of those 13, four trials proved to be of significant interest for this research effort. As listed in Table 4, Trials 1, 2, 6, and 12 are deemed as experiments of interest. Trials 1, 2 and 12 are considered relevant due to their having similar chamber settings to the Oxy-Gon furnace. Chamber pressure between $10^{-4} - 10^{-6}$ Torr, minimal water concentration (< 5 ppm), 60 minute growth time, and an absence of chamber gas are comparable to furnace conditions. Trial
6, on the other hand, is highlighted in this section due to its impressive ratio of SiC intensity to the G band ($I_{SiC}/I_G$). All trials were performed in different locations on the same SiC wafer.

**Table 4 – Results from experiments of interest from ARES system**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Pressure (Torr)</th>
<th>Water Concentration (ppm)</th>
<th>Excitation Time (min)</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>$I_p/I_G$</th>
<th>$I_{SiC}/I_G$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pillar</td>
<td>3.10E-06</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Vac</td>
<td>0.9193</td>
<td>0.8852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>3.27E-06</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Vac</td>
<td>0.9635</td>
<td>0.9333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>8.00E-04</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Argon</td>
<td>0.9234</td>
<td>0.6985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Vac</td>
<td>0.9322</td>
<td>0.7975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 41 displays the Raman data collected from Trial 1. The ‘Growth Time’ axis serves as a means to track material growth versus time. Similar to the vacuum furnace Raman data, nanostructure growth is indicated by peaks in the G band location (~1580 cm$^{-1}$) and the D band (~1350 cm$^{-1}$). The plot of the growth evolution shows the gradual increase of the G and D band intensities over time. A comparison of initial and final Raman spectra for Trial 1 is presented in Figure 42. The blue line represents the Raman spectrum from 10 minutes of laser excitation. The green line represents the final Raman spectrum produced at the conclusion of the experiment. The G and D peaks found in the final Raman spectrum show significant growth compared to the initial spectrum. The SiC peak found at 1000 cm$^{-1}$ does not seem to diminish with time. This can be due to the thin layer of carbon allotrope formed along with the penetration depth of the 514 nm laser. It can be presumed that if the surface is severely jagged, then it may allow for laser energy to scatter within the SiC, outside of the growth zone region. The scattered laser energy may then exit the SiC wafer without interacting with the small growth area (~4µm).
Figure 41 – Laser excitation growth of Trial 1.

Figure 42 – Comparison of 10 min and final spectra of Trial 1.

Figure 43 displays the Raman data collected from Trial 2. Similar to Trial 1, the plot of the growth evolution shows the gradual increase of the G and D band intensities.
over time. A comparison of initial and final Raman spectra for Trial 2 is presented in Figure 44. The blue line represents the Raman spectrum from 10 minutes of laser excitation. The green line represents the final Raman spectrum produced at the conclusion of the experiment. The G and D peaks show significant growth compared to the initial spectrum. The major difference between the setup for Trial 1 and Trial 2 is the location where the laser is focused upon. Trial 1 performed growth on a pillar, whereas Trial 2 grew material on the etched substrate. The largest disparity between the two trials can be seen when the SiC peak intensity is compared to the G band intensity.

Figure 43 – Laser excitation growth of Trial 2.
Since this is the first time the decomposition of SiC via laser excitation is being reported on, there lies a need for a novel approach to monitor material growth. Unlike the Oxy-Gon method, material growth is limited to a single 4 µm spot, which proves nearly impossible to cleave in half for cross-section viewing in an SEM. Therefore, a peak intensity comparison ($I_{SiC}/I_G$) is used to determine the amount of carbon material present on a sample. The values of this comparison are displayed in the last column of Table 4. Trial 1 has a growth value of 0.8852 and Trial 2 has a value of 0.9333. This suggests Trial 1 grew carbon material more efficiently than Trial 2, given their excitation times are nearly equal (80 min for Trial 1 and 86 min for Trial 2).

Laser excitation growth data for Trial 12 is displayed in Figure 45. The experimental setup for Trial 12 is different from those of Trials 1 and 2 in several ways. First, unlike Trials 1 and 2, the chamber pressure during the experiment is unknown. Unfortunately this information was not recorded during this trial. Secondly, Trial 12 did not run as long as the other two trials. Trial 12 ran for a total of 52 minutes, whereas the
other trials ran at least 80 minutes. The shorter excitation time, however, did not appear
to affect the amount of nanostructure growth. From looking at the final G and D bands in
Figure 46, it appears their intensities, relative to the SiC peak intensity, are much larger
than the peaks found in Trials 1 and 2. The significant nanostructure growth in the
shorter amount of time results in a larger growth rate, compared to the data found in the
first two trials. The increase in growth rate may come from the difference in chamber
pressure. Of the various parameters under consideration during this experiment, the
chamber pressure may be the major factor affecting growth rate.

Similarities between the trials begin with excitation region. Trial 2 and Trial 12
are both performed on the etched substrate. Water concentration between the three
different trials varies by 1.6 ppm. Within the scope of this research, this variance is
negligible.
Figure 45 – Laser excitation growth of Trial 12.

Figure 46 – Comparison of 10 min and final spectra of Trial 12.

Of the 13 laser excitation experiments conducted, Trial 6 has the lowest growth value ($I_{\text{SiC}}/I_G = 0.6985$), which indicates the largest amount of carbon material present.
Raman data collected from Trial 6 is displayed in Figure 47. Trial 6 is different than the other experiments in that Ar gas was introduced to the system at a pressure of $8 \times 10^{-4}$ Torr; which is two orders of magnitude greater than the other trials discussed thus far. According to previous research [21], [23], [27], [45]–[47], the applied Ar back-pressure limits the rate at which silicon atoms are released from the bulk SiC, which in-turn, varies the growth rate of carbon nanostructures. In this case, the increase of pressure, in addition to the introduction of Ar, provides an ideal environment for nanostructure production in the ARES system. A comparison of initial and final Raman spectra for Trial 6 is presented in Figure 48 which shows the D and G band intensities begin and finish with the same ratios ($I_D/I_G = 0.9234$ at 10 and 100 min).

**Figure 47** – Laser excitation growth of Trial 6.
4.4 Raman Spectrum Comparison

From comparing Raman data collected during this research to spectra found in reported literature, it is concluded that the material grown in the Oxy-Gon furnace is multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). Figure 49 displays a Raman spectrum from Torres et al. [48], whereby they produced MWCNTs via CVD. Raman data presented by other research teams ([49]–[51]) report similar MWCNT spectra.
**Figure 49** – Raman spectra of MWCNT obtained from micro-Raman Horiba instrument with a He–Ne laser emitting at 632.8 nm wavelength [48].
V. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Chapter Overview

The purpose of this research is to utilize the laser-induced growth technique to investigate growth parameters of bulk nanostructure films. This work reports the results and findings for various parameter sets implemented during growth runs, and provides insight into the physical mechanism influencing the growth process. In this work, the background vacuum pressure and temperature used in the decomposition process were varied to investigate their impact on the type and quality of carbon allotrope formed on the SiC substrate.

5.2 Conclusions of Research

The first approach investigated was the Oxy-Gon graphite resistance furnace. Post-growth characterization of this method was performed using both SEM and Raman spectroscopy. SEM results showed the nanostructure material was present on all surfaces (pillar tops and etched surfaces). Material thickness was measured with SEM software tools and a growth rate of 100 nm per hour was reported. Post-growth Raman spectroscopy results suggested carbon nanohorns were produced beneath a layer of graphitic material. This finding provides a more precise description of the type of nanotubes grown in the Oxy-Gon furnace.

The second growth approach used a high-intensity laser to apply heat to a micro-meter scale spot size on the SiC substrate. Data collected from these experiments suggested etched SiC surfaces degraded by micro-masking proved ideal to grow nanomaterial. SiC pillars with smooth tops did not heat up enough to initiate
nanostructure growth. Allowing SiC to obtain jagged surface features from the RIE process proved critical in growing carbon nanostructures. Further Raman data showed there were no graphitic layers present in the resulting material. An absence of the $G'$ peak proves this point.

Comparing the Raman spectra from the two growth methods reveals dissimilar materials are produced. This finding is evidenced by the absence of the $G'$ peak in the laser excitation data. The 30 min soft bake process allows the SiC sample to grow nanocaps which are believed to be necessary in CNT growth. It is during this soft bake process that layers of graphitic material are produced. Due to the instantaneous heating of the SiC wafer by the laser, the ARES method bypasses the soft bake process. Since there is no soft bake process, layers of graphene are not produced, yet there must be a mechanism to grow nanocaps to facilitate CNT growth. From this conclusion, a question on the growth method is formulated. If nanocaps are not formed in the ARES system, then what process initiates the growth of the nanostructures?

5.3 Recommendations for Future Research

This research effort added to the data set of carbon nanomaterials grown via thermal decomposition of SiC. Though this growth method successfully produced material utilizing two different systems, there is more knowledge to be gained from further research. The SiC pillar diameter, for example, can be explored to determine what size generates the most heat. It is assumed the smaller the volume the laser has to excite, the higher the resulting temperature will be. Laser power can be investigated in an attempt to duplicate the soft bake growth conditions in order to grow graphitic
material on the SiC substrate. While this work ignored the presence of oxygen from the
growth mechanics, this variable can be explored to further understand the effect it has on
nanostructure growth.
Appendix A: Growth Methods of Nanotubes

Introduction

There are four effective methods of growing CNTs: laser ablation, carbon arc-discharge, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and thermal decomposition of silicon carbide (SiC). The first two methods produce randomly oriented CNTs, and the third method produces CNTs mixed with a large amount of carbon nanocapsules and amorphous particles [26]. In order to grow CNTs free of impurities the fourth method can be considered; thermal decomposition of SiC.

The following paragraphs discuss the growth mechanisms behind four of the CNT growth techniques. The first section of this chapter discusses the history behind the discovery of the carbon nanotubes. The subsequent sections provide an overview of popular growth techniques used in the past. A total of four techniques are reviewed, with the final technique being the one that was used to grow nanostructures in this research effort.

History of Carbon Nanostructures

The history of the CNT begins in 1985 with work completed by Harry Kroto of the University of Sussex and Richard Smalley of Rice University. Kroto and Smalley were experimenting with carbon plasma, trying to duplicate environments found in outer space. While analyzing their data, they stumbled upon molecules consisting of exactly 60 carbon atoms [8]. Further experiments determined a spherical structure, leading to the conclusion that carbon 60 (C_{60}) is made of 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons arranged to form a truncated icosahedron [6], much like an American soccer ball. They named this molecule Buckminsterfullerene in honor of Richard Buckminster Fuller who is a noted
architect known for his use of geodesic domes, such as the Epcot Center at Disneyland [7].

In 1990, at a carbon-carbon composites workshop, Smalley proposed the existence of a tubular fullerene [7]. He envisioned a $C_{60}$ molecule that could be made into a tube by elongating a $C_{60}$ molecule. Sumio Iijima focused his research on that proposition [9] and in 1991 provided experimental evidence of the existence of carbon nanotubes [3]. Using transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of soot found in an arc discharge chamber, Iijima discovered what he believed to be concentric graphitic based tubes. One of his TEM images is shown below in Figure 50.

![FIGURE 50 - TEM image of Iijima's CNT discovery showing the structure of multi-wall (a, c) and single-wall (b) CNTs [9].](image)

**Laser ablation**

Laser ablation of carbon stock was the first method used to produce fullerenes of carbon. In 1985, Kroto and Smalley were blasting graphitic materials when they first
discovered molecules comprised completely of carbon [8]. As illustrated in Figure 51 below, an intense pulse of laser light is directed on a carbon surface in a stream of helium gas. The evaporated material condenses on a cold collector rod which collects the fullerenes. In order to achieve CNTs, a metal catalyst must be incorporated into the carbon target.

Figure 51 - The laser ablation method is shown above [7]. This method demands high energy consumption which makes it less than ideal for mass production. It also yields randomly oriented CNTs collected on the cold rod. In order to collect samples from this technique, CNTs must be scraped off the collecting rod and processed to remove any impurities and amorphous material left behind from the metal catalyst [6]. Another method that uses a metal catalyst is the carbon arc discharge method.

**Arc discharge**

After discovering the CNTs found from the laser ablation technique, researchers simplified the process and developed the arc discharge method to produce carbon nanomaterial. In a process similar to the laser ablation method, a piece of carbon stock is energized in a pressurized environment, and to ensure proper CNT growth, a metal
catalyst must be introduced to the carbon stock. As illustrated in Figure 52 below, an anode and cathode are placed in a vacuum chamber. High electrical current arcs between the two terminals and CNTs are formed on the cathode. A consistent air gap of a few centimeters is required for proper CNT growth. While the anode loses material during this process, the linear motion feedthrough system moves the anode closer to the cathode maintaining a continuous growth process.

![Figure 52 - The arc discharge method is illustrated above. A high current arcs from the anode to the cathode. The cathode is attached to a carbon block incorporated with a metal catalyst [7].](image)

This method produces highly unorganized CNT formations found only at the base of the cathode. The entire inside of the chamber is coated with amorphous carbon and metallic particles. Much like the laser ablation technique, the CNTs produced must be further processed in order to use them for nanostructure applications. One method that requires much less processing is the growth of CNTs via CVD.

**Chemical vapor deposition**

Fundamentally different from plasma-based synthesis, CVD relies on thermal energy only and an active catalyst such as iron, nickel, or cobalt. The metal catalyst breaks down the carbon feedstock to produce CNTs. As shown in Figure 53 below,
gaseous carbon feedstock is flowed over transition metal nanoparticles at medium to high temperature (550 to 1200°C) and reacts with the nanoparticles to produce CNTs [6].

Figure 53 - Schematic of a CVD furnace.

Similar to the laser ablation and arc discharge methods described above, the CNTs produced by the CVD method contain metallic impurities which interfere with electrical and mechanical properties. In order for CNTs to have the opportunity to reach their theoretical limits of electrical and mechanical properties, they must be free of metallic impurities. One such method is available and is no more complicated than the other methods previously described, thermal decomposition of silicon carbide.

**Thermal decomposition**

Thermal decomposition of SiC is a fairly new method of growing CNTs. M. Kusunoki first discovered this technique in 1998 [25]. In this process, illustrated in Figure 54, a silicon carbide wafer is heated beyond the melting point of silicon (>1414°C) in a vacuum chamber. Then, as the wafer maintaining its temperature (1500 – 1700°C), the carbon atoms left in the wafer self-assemble to form CNTs. This technique is also capable of forming graphene by varying the temperature and pressure of the chamber.
Figure 54 – ARES schematic, showing in situ Raman spectroscopy to study kinetics of carbon nanotube growth. Pillars of silicon carbide are heated using laser pulse to grow nanotubes. The same laser beam is also used to perform in-situ Raman spectroscopy [4].

Unlike the first three methods described above, this technique does not require a metal catalyst. Therefore, CNTs free of metal impurities are formed, and very little processing needs to be accomplished. This method does not consume any more time or energy than the others. CNTs produced by the thermal decomposition method will be used in this research effort. The ability to perform in-situ Raman spectroscopy is another benefit of using this method.

Summary

Several growth methods have been introduced in this literature review. They each have their pros and cons. However, since thermal decomposition of SiC does not require a metal catalyst, and therefore will produce nanostructures free of metal impurities, I will use this method during my research. This method is even more beneficial towards this
research effort in that it has the capability to grow both CNTs and graphene. I have yet to find another growth method with this capability. Changing from growing CNTs to graphene will only require a change in chamber pressure, a change in growth temperature, and a change in gas flow.
Appendix B: Background material on reactive ion etching

Patterning semiconductor materials can be accomplished in two primary ways: wet etching and dry etching. Wet, or chemical, etching requires a corrosive liquid (typically an acid) to chemically react with the surface to be etched. When used with appropriate masking materials, chemical etching exhibits minimal surface damage and isotropic profiles [52]. Dry, or physical, etching requires a high velocity object to impact a surface in order to physically remove material, much like a chisel on cement. When accompanied by appropriate masking material, physical etching may exhibit high bombardment-induced damage to the surface (roughness), and anisotropic profiles [52].

Reactive ion etching, also known as plasma etching, uses a physical method to assist chemical etching or creates reactive ions to participate in chemical etching [52]. A plasma is an ionized gas composed of equal numbers of positive and negative charges and a different number of un-ionized molecules [53]. Plasma etching is based on the generation of plasma in a gas at low pressure. Chemical reactions occur between chamber gasses and the material to be etched, weakening the material, allowing for an easier physical removal. A strong physical force from the charged particles within the plasma impacts the surface, much like a chisel, removing particles from the material [54]. RIE results in moderate etch rates, moderate selectivity, varying bombardment-induced damage, and anisotropic etch profiles. The anisotropic profiles create straight, vertical walls, ideal for pillars required in many device designs. For details behind the mechanics of plasma etching, May and Sze [52] provide a good explanation:

“Plasma etching proceeds in five steps. First, the etchant species is generated in the plasma. The reactant is then transported by diffusion through a stagnant gas layer to the surface. Next, the reactant is adsorbed on the surface. A chemical reaction (along
with physical effects such as ion bombardment) follows to form volatile compounds. Finally, the compounds are desorbed from the surface, diffused into the bulk gas, and pumped out by the vacuum system [52].

Etching SiC can be performed by wet or by dry techniques. While both processes have their advantages, the preferred method of etching SiC is by means of a reactive plasma for two key reasons. First, plasma etching of SiC can be performed at room temperature. Wet chemical etching of SiC requires an alkaline solution to be heated to > 600°C [55]. The chemical stability of SiC lends to its resistance to chemical etching [56]. Second, and more importantly, plasma etching results in anisotropic etch patterns which are ideal for controlling feature sizes at the sub-micron level. One drawback to using plasma to etch SiC is that a significant amount of micro-masking can occur, resulting in a relatively rough surface in areas where the material has been etched away. Commonly, the source of this micro-masking effect arises from either the aluminum cathode in the RIE apparatus [57], or the metallic masking layer on the substrate re-depositing on the surface.

In order to use plasma to etch a substrate, a masking layer is utilized to create device features on the substrate. A Ni masking layer is used in this research effort because of its high density (8908 kg/m³ [58]) and ease to sputter on SiC. During the reactive ion etching, however, the Ni masking layer is pulverized by the ions, and re-deposits on the SiC substrate. This micromasking effect creates a rough, pitted surface on the substrate. One way to avoid this effect is to use a different masking layer.
Residue free etching of SiC can be obtained in several ways: cover the Al electrode with graphite, introduce hydrogen to the gas mix as evidenced by Yih [57], or by using a non-metallic mask such as aluminum nitride (AlN) as shown by Senesky [59]. Using these techniques, however, may result in slower etch times.

It has been shown by Senesky [59] that aluminum nitride (AlN) (density = 3255 kg/m³ [58]) can be used as a masking layer. Also, according to Yih [57]: Very limited
information has been reported on SiC etching in chlorine-based plasmas, which has the potential for using non-metallic etch mask materials (e.g. SiO$_2$) and obtaining residue – free etching. SiC etching in fluorine-based high density electron cyclotron resonance (EDR) plasma was reported recently with promising results for high etch rate, anisotropic profile, and residue-free (smooth) surface topography.
Appendix C: Oxy-Gon Furnace Operating Procedure

The following steps are performed using AFRL/RXAN’s Oxy-Gon graphite resistance heating furnace to decompose the SiC samples to form CNTs (courtesy of Dr. John Boeckl, AFRL/RXAN)

System Start-up (process selection switch in STANDBY):
1. Verify house compressed air supply is open (the vent and vacuum valves are air pressure activated).
2. Turn ON the Main Power switch (the handle is on the lower front of the main panel).
3. Turn ON the Roughing Pump (green button). The Roughing Pump will pull on the turbo-molecular pump – to ~ $10^{-3}$ Torr on TC1 (approx. 15 min).
4. Turn ON the ion gauge controller to read TC1 (the left switch on the gauge panel).
5. Turn ON the turbo-molecular (green button); it will pull on itself.
6. If the chamber is under vacuum, turn the process selection switch to VENT GAS, otherwise go to step 8.
7. Turn ON the low-N$_2$ tank and regulator; open the ball valve on the furnace to 25 to vent the chamber and allow it to open.
8. When the chamber vents, turn OFF the low-N$_2$ tank and regulator.
9. OPEN the chamber, load the samples on the graphite cylinder, and secure the chamber door.

Chamber Evacuation Process:
10. Turn the process selection switch to STANDBY; then to ROUGH.
11. Run the roughing pump until chamber is in the mid $10^{-2}$ Torr range (read TC2); this will take several minutes, and the pressure will slightly increase at TC1 (~15 min).
12. Turn process selection switch to HI VACUUM; turbo-molecular pump will pull on the chamber, roughing pump pulls on the turbo-molecular pump; TC2 will drop quickly; TC1 increases, then drops more slowly.
13. Turn ON the ion gauge filament when TC2 is in the $10^{-3}$ Torr range. Continue pumping until it is in the ~ $10^{-4}$ Torr range (note: ion gauge will not light if the pressure is too high).
14. OPEN the H$_2$O outlet and inlet hand valves (note: do this only if the chamber is under vacuum or filled with an inert gas).
15. Ensure the yellow H$_2$O handles are open and that the flow meters are turning.
16. Turn ON Heat Zone (green button).

Nanocap Formation Process (Soft Bake):
17. Ramp up Heat Zone to 1250°C by setting A to 33% (adjust power controller by pressing AUTO/MAN and directional arrow simultaneously; adjust A when ~ 10°C below target value).
18. Decompose samples for 30 minutes (adjust AUTO/MAN controller as needed).
Decomposition Process:
19. Ramp up AUTO/MAN power controller to obtain target temperature of 1700°C (set A to 39%; then adjust A when ~ 1690°C).
20. Decompose the sample for desired time (adjust AUTO/MAN controller as needed).
21. At the desired time, ramp down AUTO/MAN controller to 1%.
22. After 5 minutes into ramp down, set AUTO/MAN controller to 0%, and turn OFF the Heat Zone (red button).
23. When the temperature is ≤ 150°C, CLOSE the H₂O inlet and outlet hand valves.
   (note: chamber cools quicker with H₂O).
24. Turn OFF the ion gauge filament (same switch used to turn it on).
25. Turn ON the low-N₂ tank and regulator; open the ball valve on the furnace to 25.
26. Turn the process selection switch to VENT GAS to backfill the chamber.
27. When the chamber temperature is ~30°C, CLOSE the low-N₂ tank and regulator; OPEN the chamber; UNLOAD the samples; secure the chamber door.
28. If additional runs will be completed in the same day, load the new sample and return to step 10.

System Shutdown:
29. Turn process selection switch to STANDBY; then to ROUGH.
30. Turn ON the ion gauge controller to read TCs.
31. Run the roughing pump until TC2 reads ~10⁻² Torr, then turn the process selection switch to HI VACUUM until TC2 reads ~10⁻³ Torr.
32. Turn the process selection switch to STANDBY; turn OFF the turbo-molecular pump (red button).
33. Turn OFF the roughing pump (red button).
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# Carbon Allotrope Dependence on Temperature and Pressure During Thermal Decomposition of Silicon Carbide

## Abstract

Bulk CNT and graphene films form on SiC using a metal-catalyst-free thermal decomposition approach. In this work, the background vacuum pressure and temperature used in the decomposition process are varied to investigate their impact on the type and quality of carbon allotrope formed on the SiC substrate. The carbon nanostructure growth is performed using two approaches, both of which involve intense heating (1400-1700°C) of SiC under moderate vacuum conditions (10⁻² – 10⁻⁵ Torr). The first growth method uses a conventional graphite resistance furnace capable of annealing wafer-scale samples over 1700°C under vacuum. Using this approach, post-growth characterization is performed using both SEM and Raman spectroscopy. The second growth approach heats an illuminated area of the SiC substrate under vacuum conditions, resulting in a micro-meter scale growth process. Unique to this micro-scale approach is that in-situ Raman spectroscopy is performed yielding instantaneous characterization of the resultant carbon nanostructure. This work focuses on using the laser-induced growth technique to refine ideal growth parameters of bulk nanostructure films. This work reports results and findings for various parameter sets implemented during growth, providing insight into the physical mechanism of the growth process.
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